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Forward Looking Statements
Today's presentations include forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities
laws, including, without limitation, statements regarding: forecasts of FY15 and FY16 financial results,
currency exchange rates and their impact on financial results, sales and growth in strategic retail categories,
sales mix, product launches, distribution channels, R&D capabilities and focus, the ability to identify and
enter high-potential opportunities, a long-term business model, organizational structure, market and product
category expectations, a capital allocation model, cash flow, dividends, share repurchases, product pricing
and Logitech’s ability to affect product pricing, product and infrastructure cost reductions and their impact on
profitability, investments, and other financial and business activity. These statements are subject to risks and
uncertainties that may cause actual results and events to differ materially. These risks and uncertainties are
detailed in Logitech’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including its Quarterly Report on
Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended December 31, 2014 and its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
fiscal year ended March 31, 2014, available at www.sec.gov, under the caption Risk Factors and elsewhere.
Logitech does not undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect new
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Logitech does not undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect new
information or events or circumstances occurring after the date of this presentation.

To facilitate comparisons to Logitech’s historical results, Logitech has included non-GAAP adjusted
measures in today’s presentations, which exclude primarily share-based compensation expense,
amortization of other intangible assets, restructuring charges (credits), other restructuring-related charges,
investment impairment (recovery), benefit from (provision for) income taxes, and one-time special charges.
Logitech also presents percentage sales growth in constant currency, a non-GAAP measure, to show
performance unaffected by fluctuations in currency exchange rates. Percentage sales growth in constant
currency is calculated by translating prior period sales in each local currency at the current period’s average
exchange rate for that currency and comparing that to current period sales. Logitech believes this
information will help investors to evaluate its current period performance, outlook and trends in its business.
For historical financials, reconciliation between non-GAAP amounts and GAAP amounts is provided on the
Investors page of Logitech’s website at http://ir.logitech.com/gaap.cfm. With respect to financial outlook,
most of the excluded amounts pertain to events that have not yet occurred and are not currently possible to
estimate with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Therefore, no reconciliation to GAAP amounts has been
provided for non-GAAP outlook.



1. Delivering the right cost structure

2. Building a growth company

3. Design with a big D

4. Small company again

Transforming for Growth

4. Small company again

5. Driving toward long-term
model
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Delivering the Right Cost Structure Moves Us
Toward Our Long-Term Model FASTER…

• Improved profitability significantly

– Achieved Year 3 profit targets
one year ahead due to

• Gross margin improvement

• Disciplined spending

– Projecting second consecutive– Projecting second consecutive
year of strong growth in
non-GAAP operating income
(FY14 & FY15)

– Shifted from one-third product
development* spend in Growth
to over two-thirds in Growth
category

Established credibility for delivering on our commitments

*Product development includes R&D, product design and product marketing
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• Grew three new businesses

– Tablet Accessories

– Mobile Speakers

– Video Collaboration

..But Our Most Notable Achievement Has
Been Creating New Growth

– Video Collaboration

• Expect these businesses to generate sales of over
$350M in FY15
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Seed to Growth: Tablet Accessories

• Leading market share in tablet keyboards

• Keyboard covers have won 9 major design awards

• Demonstrated ability to deliver ‘fast cycle’ business
model

• Leveraged existing keyboard expertise and global
retail footprint
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retail footprint

• Very strong growth in 1st two years now challenged
by decline in platform



Seed to Growth: Mobile Speakers

• Sales on annualized path of $200M+

• #3 brand in US

• ue BOOM won every major global
design award and became #1
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design award and became #1
product in company

• Adding new distribution

− Three of our top 10 Mobile Speakers 
customers are new to Logitech within
past two years



Seed to Growth: Video Collaboration

• Identified and addressing needs of
underserved and fast-growing market

• Sales on annualized path of $60M+

• Potential market size is very large as open
offices and flexible work drive small room
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offices and flexible work drive small room
collaboration

• Consumerizing B2B



Our Criteria for Seeds

• Leverage existing
capabilities

• Target new, high-growth
markets

− Generally less than $500M− Generally less than $500M
today

− Growing 100%+

• Potential to be a market
leader

• Staff ‘start up style’

• Applying Design and leading
edge technology to
consumer trends
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• Internal Design team
touching all businesses

• Introducing Design earlier in
the product development
process

Design with a big D

process

• Aggressive use of
technology and science

• Leverage owned
manufacturing to
experiment and validate
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From this…
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From this…
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• Creates flexibility to move quickly to
high-potential opportunities

– Generating cost savings to fund
growth and seeds

• Shape small company culture for
faster, empowered teams

– Collaborate quickly and easily in

Becoming a Great Small Company

– Collaborate quickly and easily in
open offices

– Prioritize a flatter hierarchy to make
the most of the skills and talents

– Encourage speaking up and
discourage hierarchy, bureaucracy,
and PowerPoint

• Turnaround mentality ‘by Design’ …
never stop being hungry and feeling
pressure to perform, and improve
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• Current strength of USD will have very significant impact
on FY16 sales and operating profit

• Resetting the business for the new environment

– Optimizing organizational structure and footprint

New Currency Reality is Opportunity to
Accelerate Toward Our Long-Term Cost Structure

– Optimizing organizational structure and footprint

– Maximizing material cost savings

– Lowering overhead by flattening and simplifying

• Driving cost structure improvements will accelerate
achievement of our Long-Term Model
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Long-Term Business Model

INCOME STATEMENT LONG-TERM

Non-GAAP (M$) MODEL

Sales High Single Digit Growth

Gross Margin ≥ 35%

Opex % Sales ≤ 25%

Operating Margin ≥ 10%
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